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Respected the Nominees to the President, 

   I am glad that I am living in the country where so 

many persons who would like to be by the President 

and provides the best development of the country. Any 

development is process of the creation of better 

technology and always needs in the united of 

knowledge several sciences. 

   In the century of the technical progress scientists 

created "Theoretical Physics", "Theoretical Chemistry" 

and some other. In the technological century/ the 

century of the technological and intellectual progress/ 

the scientists of the USA created new science 

"Theoretical Technology". That is why necessary from 

the position of knowledge of new science to attract 

your attention to some peculiarities of the modern 

condition of the country as human-technological super-

system and wish you the good successes. 

   This super-system has some dynamic and any 

dynamic system has technology. Every technology is 

materialized knowledge of some sciences and it has a 

quality. The quality of technology depends on the 

volume and depth of the creative intellect which was 

materialized in it and determines the meanings of all 

indicator's groups of the super-system: educational, 

industrial, agricultural, cultural, economic, 

informational, juridical, social, political, and others. All 

technologies of the super-system can be classify 

according to their allocation at two groups: creative and 

service. "Theoretical Technology" unites all knowledge 

of different sciences in one technological system of the 

knowledge and classifies all sciences according to 

allocation of their knowledge at: the creative/math, 

physics, chemistry, all technical and other exact 

sciences/ and service sciences/information, juridical, 

economics, social, political and some others/ [2]. Any 

technology is materialized system knowledge of the 

some creative and service sciences. 

   The increase of the creative intellectual potential in 

the creative technology means improvement of it 

quality and development of the system. Analogical 

process in the service technology means improvement 

only of the quality of the service. The Government 

System had no of necessary knowledge of the new 

science and created some mistakes and refusals in the 

technological quality of functioning system [2]. The 

actuality of this article can explain else than that 

majority part of the Nominees have service intellect 

and line thinking and will be detrimental as the 

President, according to their thinking in own speeches, 

if obsolete technology of the election and management 

allows somebody from them occupy this place. 

   The country never was in so bad condition as can see 

in current time. 

     1, The intellectual conquest of the System by the 

other countries has enormous successes [1]. Inside 

market of the country filled by the goods of the creative 

intellect of the foreign businesses although more part of 

them have worse quality but cheaper. Analogical goods 

of own businesses don't hold competitive fight even at 

inside market. The Government System have 

accustomed already own population to the worse 

quality of the goods although American quality of the 

goods always was the best in the world. But now IQ of 

population of the country occupies about 2O place 

among other countries in the world and equal 98. The 

service technology of the management in the super-

system was hold up the own development and allowed 

to others countries to catch and overtake of our country 
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in the level of the development. The country can't make 

the reform of the educational system about 5O years 

and so countries as Japan, Germany and some other 

could create better level of the development and IQ of 

own population. Nobody of the Nominees has of the 

sufficiently knowledge of new science to make the 

creative technology of the management, even don't 

know rank structure of the country's problems but 

every of the Nominees would like to use obsolete 

service technology of the management and sees only 

some its surface problems. Some of them have so level 

of the service intellect which doesn't allow them even 

understand that our country is only one of the elements 

in the common system of the interaction of other 

countries of the world, that it interaction always has 

different level, that optimal order of interaction and 

development in the world can provide only our super-

system, having the best conditions for the own 

development if it will have creative technology of the 

management.  

   Even about 50% of cars in our country are cars of the 

foreign creative intellect. The process of the sale of the 

real estate for the foreign businesses already reached 

enormous sizes and became dangerous for the 

reliability of the monetary manipulation. This process 

is approaching to the critical conditions very quickly. 

   2. The technological quality of the functioning super-

system and its monetary manipulation is degrading 

instead of the development and some states will begin 

to say about independent very soon because human-

technological system is going to the destruction [2]. 

The country was created by the intellect of the lawyers 

and economists who have created the best Constitution 

in the world 200 odds years ago. This intellect was 

better in the country what had only start of the 

development by the way of the creation new more 

production machines. But Great H. Ford has created the 

first conveyer in 1922 and creative businesses have 

moved from technology of the technical progress to the 

technology of the technological progress. The country 

began to change into sufficiently complex human-

technological super-system functioning according to 

constantly changing technological quality. 

   The country is changing in the own development but 

the juridical and economical knowledge have stayed by 

the main in the technology of it functioning. The 

created technology of functioning system was effective 

at one time but constantly developing country needs in 

the more creative intellect and more perfect technology 

of the management. The lawyer end economists 

couldn't understand it and the technology of the 

management little by little was turned in service instead 

creative technology. Later the lawyers and economists 

already had not sufficiently intellect to make the 

creative technology of the management but continue to 

manage. They couldn't already make diagnosis of the 

technological quality of the super-system to use it 

results for the creation united technology of 

functioning for the development of the country, as 

common purpose, because the world's countries began 

competitive fight and any business became only some 

element of common technological system of every 

country. In our country every business continue has 

competitive fight alone. Naturally, so functioning of 

our super-system is delaying the development of 

country and every of businesses loss a profit. 

Especially they began loss size of profit when other 

countries to catch up and overtake our country in the 

own development and their technological systems were 

prepared better to the competitive fight at the inside 

market of our super-system and began intellectual 

conquest of it. After the back of every foreign business 

was standing all technological system of their country 

and every our business had the fight as alone even at 

the own inside market. Every business is fighting as it 

can. The loss of the profit of businesses to developed in 

the damages of the country which began to increasing 

very quickly. But even in this case the Government 

System couldn't create optimal for the development 

country the technological system of the taxes, optimal 

complex of the problems of the development, optimal 

complex of the actions and optimal reforms and others 

[3]. However, the persons of the Power don't want to 

understand it. 

  The technology of the monetary manipulation became 

detrimental for the own population. The prices is 

increasing quicker than wages, processes of the 

inflation is going constantly. The Government system 

has enormous debt and only percentages according to 

this debt are more than collective budget of some 

European countries. The money for it the Government 

System takes from budget of our country. It means that 

some part of the population already long time is 

working for the interests of other countries. So part is 

constantly increasing and super-system is approving to 

the critical conditions. Naturally, the social 

stratification of the society and social tension is 

increasing very quickly. 

   Now the country has created new science and has 

knowledge to make diagnosis of the technological 

quality of the functioning super-system, create optimal 

structure of the management, optimal system of the 

problems and actions to stop the degradation of 

technological quality of country and it monetary 

manipulation, change of these   technologies to the 

development, create unite optimal technology 

providing the best profit for the businesses and country, 

allowing reduce the debt country in the maximum short 

time, constantly improve the life of the population. But 

for it necessary have creative technology of the 

management. The economists and lawyers have service 

intellectual potential and insufficiently of the 
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technological knowledge [3]. Only so can explain the 

modern condition of the technological quality of the 

country and monetary manipulation, although super-

system has all possibilities: high intellectual potential 

for optimal quantity of population, mineral resources, 

knowledge of new science to be the best in the world. 

 

   3. The main contradiction in the super-system is 

contradiction in the technological quality of the 

Government System and country. In current time the 

super-system is finishing already work out of the 

resource of arise line of the normal law of the 

distribution of the resource technology of the 

technological progress and many businesses are trying 

to go to technology of the intellectual progress to use 

advantages of new technology. However, the 

Government system is continuing uses obsolete many 

years ago service technology of the technical progress 

which became detrimental for the country. It created 

already the crisis in last century, technological refusal 

in the beginning of this century, delayed the 

development of the country, change the quality of 

technologies of its functioning and monetary 

manipulation from the development to the degradation, 

helped to arising of the different negative processes. 

The Government System continues don't understand 

what is happened in the country and can't offer 

something rational, although negative processes are 

increasing. Why? 

   3.1 The effective management by the technological 

quality of the country can be if the Government System 

will have creative technology of better quality than it 

has super-system. But for it persons of the Power have 

to have creative intellectual potential higher level. 

Necessary say, that usually the intellect of the lawyers, 

economists and other persons of the service intellect 

has some creative part too but it is below than persons 

who graduated from the technological universities and 

improved their mind for the creative job, because very 

often abilities of the first are insufficiently for the 

studying of the creative of the sciences and so persons 

can study only service sciences. The US is especial 

country in which lawyers, economists had the best 

conditions life during all times because their intellect 

has created the country, although it was very long time 

ago. That is why some persons of this profession can 

have sufficiently high natural intellect, but it is very 

seldom may be according to the technological 

knowledge. For example, B. Clinton has the best IQ 

among all after Second World War the Presidents of 

the country equal 182. However, some the Presidents 

had IQ equal 92 and 93. 

   The country changed but lawyers and economists 

believe that they have sufficiently intellectual potential 

for the management so complex human-technological 

system in the technological century when the quality of 

the technology determines all meanings of indicators 

and the management was changed in the technological 

system. Unfortunately, doesn't every person of the 

management knows and understands what is it means 

"quality of the technology" and system management. 

At once creating technology of the management 

continues functioning to current time and in the country 

there is not organ which can changes it already long 

time. The legislative organ what has sufficiently Power 

for it according to the Constitution of the country 

consists from lawyers too in majority part and creates 

one mistake after other, according to the level of the 

technological knowledge. Using technology can't use 

all advantages of our system and creates for the country 

some damages but continues functioning. 

   The Power uses political parties inside country to try 

to convince the own population that together with next 

the President the life in the country will better, 

although technologies are remaining and persons of the 

Power wouldn't like to change something in the 

technological quality and can't do it according their 

intellect. The leaders of the political parties have 

service intellect, as usual, too. 

   According to the knowledge of "the Theory of the 

human-technological systems" the persons of the 

service intellect have worse moral-ethic quality than 

analogical persons of the creative intellect in majority 

cases. That is why, in the system of the Power can arise 

conditions for the using power in the personal interests. 

As can be effective person at the place of the President 

of the country if he has service intellect and his IQ 

equal 92 or 93 that is below than middle IQ of the 

nation? Even the parents can manage by own children 

so long until children are needing in their knowledge 

and help.   Naturally, so persons couldn't give 

necessary creative knowledge for the development of 

country. 

   3.2. The scientists administrated already 40 odds 

years ago that every problem of the management is 

technological problem and for its optimal solution 

necessary use diagnosis of technologies of super-

system and of this problem and its quality. The 

technological knowledge is necessary for it and only 

service knowledge will insufficiently. Any place in the 

Government System has different of the intellectual 

level the problems for the solution and every of persons 

have some creative intellectual potential. That is why 

the person of every place will effective if his creative 

intellect higher than creative intellect of the problems 

what he has to decide. Than higher place in the 

structure of the management than higher creative 

intellect of his problems and this person has to have 

sufficiently reliable level of the knowledge to provide 

optimal solution. The solution of all problems has to be 

united by common object- by the development of the 

country according to the main requirement of the 
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Constitution of the country. However, nobody in the 

country knows today even critical, according to 

efficiency, intellect of the place of the President, 

congressman, senator, governor. 

   Last 35 years the country had and continue has 5 the 

Presidents with IQ accordingly: 105, 93, 182, 92, 139, 

although middle IQ of population equal 98. Naturally, 

the scientists of the psychologist have service intellect 

too and they couldn't create scales for the measuring of 

the depth thinking because it is more complex 

technological problem and for its solution necessary 

use knowledge of the other sciences yet. This problem 

can has the solution. Creating scales of the measure the 

erudition of the person more than depth of his thinking 

and the using some of them allow receive so 

approximate meanings sometimes that person can has a 

smile. 

   Necessary say, that every from 5 the Presidents had 

or have service intellect, although the quality of the 

technologies of their management can be measured by 

the creative intellectual potential. That is why they 

couldn't manage by the technological quality of the 

functioning country, by its development, and their 

knowledge was sufficiently only for the management 

by "the economic development". What does it mean? 

   The human-technological system consists from many 

different systems: educational, industrial, agricultural, 

cultural, medical, economical, juridical, information, 

taxes, social, ,..., political. Every so system are only 

element in the super-system and has own technology of 

the functioning and it quality. Today quality of every 

technology we can measure only by meanings of the 

group of its indicators and every technology has own 

group so indicators. These indicators can be better or 

worse but they can't have the development, because 

they are only indicators. Only super-system can has the 

development or degradation. The improvement of the 

quality any of these technologies will improve the 

meanings of indicators of this technology, although 

every of them has different influence at the quality of 

all super-system, according to the structure. That is 

why for the effective functioning of every technology 

necessary that system of the management has to have 

technological knowledge for the improvement of the 

technological quality of the country. All systems united 

in the super-system by along purpose- the development 

of the country. In this case impossible even say the 

"educational development", "industrial development", 

"market development", "juridical development", 

"economic development" and any other development 

because in this case is in view only the improvement 

some groups of the indicators, although nothing know 

about their influence at the technological quality of all 

super-system. It is elementary the substitution of the 

conception ”Development” and it exist. Besides, the 

economic system is only service system in the super-

system and manage only "economic development" is 

impossible. If the Government System sad that it 

manages "economic development" of the country than 

from this follows that it manages by nothing and only 

takes control of the results of the some events, although 

is trying creates so effect and is hanging up at the 

public conscience that it is managing.  

So conceptions as "economic development" "economy 

of the country", "economical potential" and some other 

haven't exist and only defect technological 

knowledge[3] and wild inclination to the Government 

System allowed by the economists to hang up at the 

public conscience this conceptions. Service intellect of 

the lawyers, economists can't effective manage by the 

technological quality of the super-system. It can 

manages only "economic development" of the country. 

Besides, economic indicators are result of the service 

of the interest of interaction of the businesses, 

population in the functioning system, although the 

representatives of the economic sciences long time 

called some technological indicators as economic 

indicators and used all possibilities to hold up the 

development of the technological knowledge [1]. 

Economic technologies, sciences, knowledge are 

service in the human-technological system because 

they can create nothing beside crisis, but always 

service some technologies of the interaction and is only 

one of the aspects of the technological knowledge. The 

defect of the technological knowledge helped to 

economists create and use detrimental for the 

development country and its population technology of 

the monetary manipulation and other negative 

processes. 

   3.3. Nobody from five the Presidents made diagnosis 

of the technological quality of the super-system to 

create optimal system of the problems and actions of 

the Government system, optimal for the development 

country technological system of the taxes and every the 

President have management according to the own 

opinion of his service intellect. 

   The first of them made sufficiently much for the 

safety country and increasing democracy in the world 

interactions of the different countries. Together with 

this he increased debt of the country about 3 times and 

to the finish of the own management put in the 

technological quality of the country "to mine of slowly 

actions" when he has abrogated the state regulation of 

the prices at the oil goods. So solution created the 

possibility for oil industry has more size of the profit, 

but it is reduced the competitive ability and size of the 

profit for the industrial businesses. The industrial 

businesses had always the main creative intellectual 

potential of the nation and provide it development. The 

interests of the resource businesses became higher than 

interests of the development country for the 

Government System. The prices began increasing and 
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industrial businesses start to move from our country to 

the underdeveloped countries where the Government 

systems created more effective conditions. By the way 

the Government System of our country created 

sufficiently strong country-competitor, retard 

development of own system, transited the quality of 

technology of it functioning from the development to 

the degradation. This solution has broken off the 

technology of the development country and interests of 

the underdeveloped oil countries, determining the 

world oil prices, increased own influence at the future 

of our country. The potential of the creative intellect, 

materializing in the different technologies, equipment, 

and creating by the population of the country began to 

job at the interest of others countries. The rates of the 

degradation of the technological quality of functioning 

system and its monetary manipulation began to 

increasing very quickly. 

   Next by the President was the representative of this 

party too. But the low intellectual potential/IQ equal 

93/ of the service intellect didn't allow him to stop 

negative processes in the technological quality of the 

country and he could use the President Power only one 

period. 

   After it by the President of country became the 

representative other political party with IQ equal 182 

and service intellect. During of all two periods of his 

Power he tried to stop all negative processes in the 

system which were created before him and continued 

increasing. Unfortunately he hasn't necessary 

technological knowledge and could only reduce the 

rates of the negative processes. 

  The forth President was by the representative of the 

first political party too. He had service intellectual 

potential with IQ equal 92. Naturally, all negative 

processes were increasing velocity according to the 

time of the Power of this person. Besides, together with 

the legislative organ of the country he has organized 

the "empty" for the interests of the country the war in 

which American fellows were killed. His mind was 

insufficiently to think about future of this dangerous 

region, if he allowed to the country to interfere in the 

technology of its functioning and the life of the 

population to make second step to the creation of the 

rational technology of the development in so region. As 

one of the results of this war was promote some part of 

the human-technological system to the creation of the 

"wild" state and the US takes part in the fight with this 

state now. Some part of the population of this region 

was returned in the migrants to the European countries 

and created additional problems. Other problems were 

created too. 

   About fifth the President was written sufficiently [5]. 

However, defect technological knowledge allowed him 

create reforms of the medicine service instead 

reformation of the educational system, although it level 

was only the first step to the transit to the creative 

technology of the management. However, our President 

had moment too, when population could think that his 

defect technological competence borders on personal 

interests. 

   Such way three persons of the Republican party/IQ 

equal accordingly 105, 93, 92/ and two persons of the 

Democratic party/IQ equal accordingly 182, 139/ 

during 35 years managed by the country. Results of so 

management can see in the shopping where the prices 

increased in two and more times. The representatives 

of the first party had so strong mistakes that 

representatives of other party don't always could to 

correct them. Necessary say, that the first person by the 

using of the Power could create "Thank you" for 

yourself from the oil businesses, bank system and 

leaders of some underdeveloped countries, third person 

of this party created only "Thank you" from war 

industrial, oil businesses and bank system. All 

mistakes/ big and small/ were created for the worsening 

of the technological quality of the human-technological 

system. During of all time the bank system have 

ignored even elementary technological knowledge. As 

result the purchasing power of American dollar was 

considerable reduction, technological quality of the 

monetary manipulation transited from the development 

to the degradation. In technological century the 

economists have not sufficiently creative intellect to 

effective manage by the technological quality of the 

monetary manipulation inside country and outside 

markets. These years showed that leaders of the first 

political party insufficiently understand that only the 

best of the development country can provides the better 

profit for country, its businesses and life of the 

population, if the Government System can creates 

optimal for the development of country technological 

system of the taxes and creative technology of the 

management. Unfortunately, so leaders created 

conditions when authority of this party will reducing 

inside of the country very quickly and even the 

considerable expenses at information service its interest 

can’t help effectively. The best way is necessary 

changes in the technology of the own job by the 

increasing of the creative intellect in the party system 

of the management. 

   Now our super-system is functioning alike the home 

in which service personnel/ intellect of lawyers, 

economists, and other specialists of service 

intellect/manages by the householder/ creative 

intellectual   potential, providing the development of 

the country/, at the base only subjective opinions of the 

using level of the service intellect. 

   That is why this election have especial meaning for 

the future of our country because any fall has the 

bottom. Every of you must understand the weight of 

the responsibility which you would like to take for own 
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head. Unfortunately, some of you have already 

experience of the using in the obsolete detrimental 

service technologies of the management or was busing 

in the service businesses and you already can't transit to 

creative technology of the management. Possible, that 

some of the representatives of the first party have no 

sufficiently creative intellect for it as it was before you. 

Unfortunately, legislative organ couldn't prepare this 

process sufficiently good and population even don't 

know IQ of every of the Nominee, critical IQ of the 

place of the leader of super-system but have to elect in 

blind, according to words only. 

   4. "All legislative powers herein granted shall be 

vested in the Congress of the United States..."/The 

Constitution of the United States, Article 1/. The basic 

belief of the Preamble is that our Government is a 

government "by the people. All function of the 

Congress have one main direction: the improvement of 

the life of its own population through the country's 

development. 

   Before it we have the possibility to understand that 

the development of the country is process of the 

improvement of the quality's technology of its 

functioning, that so conceptions as: sport development, 

educational development, juridical development, 

medical development, economic development, and 

many others developments aren't exist. However, the 

Government System manages by “economic 

development” instead of the technological quality of 

the functioning super-system. Why? 

  4.1. Any law consists from two parts: exist and words 

in which this exist is wrap up. According to the needs 

of the Constitution the content of every law has to help 

the development of the country. But for it necessary 

knowledge of the results of the diagnosis of the 

technological quality of functioning country and in the 

good time create so law. The legislative organ consists 

from the lawyers and other specialists of the service 

intellect, in the majority cases, who has no sufficiently 

technological knowledge for it. Naturally, majority part 

of them don't understand  what it means the quality of 

the technology, that country as human-technological 

system and its monetary circulation have the 

technologies and efficiency of their functioning is 

determining by this quality. Defect of the technological 

knowledge doesn't allow them make diagnosis of this 

quality to create rank structure of the problems 

according to their influence for the development of the 

country. That is why they can't create necessary laws in 

a good time and usually create laws after arising of the 

negative events, because the process of management 

they understand as control arising negative events only. 

They use technology of the "yesterday of day" 

sufficiently often. So technology can stop the creation 

negative processes but can't provide the development 

country. If they can't have rank structure of the 

problems they can't understand that technology of the 

monetary circulation is very important for the 

technological quality of the super-system but it is 

service system in the technology of the country. The 

management by the "economic development" of the 

country means process of the management by nothing. 

Even if they see negative processes they only 

sometimes can stop of their development. For example, 

the inflation is going already several decades but 

persons of the legislative organ can't decide this 

problem which is an obstacle in the way of the 

country's development, although it is one of their 

obligations. They can control only some surface events 

but can't understand and control events in the 

technological quality. So surface technology of the 

management of the main legislative organ created 

modern condition of the country. Defect of the 

technological knowledge of this organ is the main 

source of the degradation of the technological quality 

of country and its monetary circulation, social 

stratification of the society, increasing social tension 

and other negative processes which are trailing the 

country to the destruction. 

  If they don't know rank structure of the problems of 

the country they can't create optimal for the 

development country system of the actions of the 

Government and rational using of the budget. Their 

insufficiently technological competence helped to 

create problem of the taxes in the country and every 

political party is trying to decide this problem only for 

the own interest. They insufficiently understand that in 

the human-technological system can be only one 

optimal for the development of country technological 

system of the taxes but for the creation its necessary 

use technological knowledge and make technological 

diagnosis of the quality of using technology. In this 

case any political party or persons of the Government 

System will not have even some attitude to the problem 

of the dynamic taxes, because only condition of the 

technological quality will determines the indicators of 

this system. It will already other level of the 

management by the country, but it needs in the higher 

level creative intellect of the persons of the 

Government System.  

   The quality of technology, according seven 

technological law [1], needs in the democratic 

improvement as one of the sources of the development 

country. The quality of the democracy depends on level 

of the responsibility of the persons of the Power. If the 

democracy will work only in one direction from low to 

high then the country will has enormous losses. For 

example, even the technology of the election of the 

President of country needs in the better of the 

democratic base because detrimental for the 

development the President plus obsolete technology of 

the Congress is tragedy for the country. 
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   4.2. The service technology of the legislative organ 

doesn't allows to know even the condition of the 

legislative space in the super-system and determine the 

brake between technological quality of the legislative 

space and technological quality of the country. 

According to the needs of the Constitution the 

technological quality of the legislative space has to be 

ahead of the technological quality of the country to 

know its needs and create necessary laws in a good 

time and provides the development of country. 

However, if the technological quality of the legislative 

space has worse quality than technological quality of 

the super-system than this brake helps by the arising 

and effective functioning of the juridical businesses 

which creates nothing for the technological quality of 

the country. Their quantity and efficiency are one of 

the indicators of the quality of the using of the 

legislative organ in human-technological system. 

Necessary say, that technology of the interaction of the 

representatives of so businesses and population creates 

effect that any person has some defect from so 

interaction almost always and more part of them will 

not take part in the creation of the election legislative 

organ of the Power in the different levels. So service 

technology helps to increasing probability that every 

member of this organ will have reducer of the votes at 

the elections and in some time members of so organ 

already can't say that they are the representatives of all 

population as the Constitution requires of it. According 

to the modern condition of the country the legitimation 

of legislative organs is approaching to the critical 

position and needs in the improvement already now.  

   Such way modern condition of the country is result of 

the using obsolete service technology of the 

management by the Congress and by the President 

Power.  

  In these conditions every Nominee has to have a good 

think about his level of the mind, creative intellect, 

force of the character, his abilities to change service 

technology of the functioning human-technological 

system today to the creative technology tomorrow and 

provide the best rates of the development country. It 

will enormous job because don’t all businessman of 

service intellect can understand that it is only way to 

their very well future. 

Thank you. 
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